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Seating

Forward-flexing cantilever chair – the ergonomic seating solution.
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Seat Height: 12 1/4" | 13 3/4" | 15" | 17" | 18 1/8" | 20 1/8" 

PantoSwing

Stakki Chair

A minimal three-legged design, with a basic triangular
shape manufactured from extremely durable glass-
fiber reinforced polypropylene, at first sight the Stakki
chair stands out like no other. Extremely lightweight,
easy to handle, and versatile in use!

Sage Chair with Articulating Tablet Arm

Stools
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The Sage series offers a larger contoured shell, wider backrest, and extra heavy-duty
legs. It features integrated multi-ribbed construction for gentle flex in all directions. This

model comes with a fixed-tablet arm and bookrack. 21" x 15" top and 18" seat height

Other styles available

Analogy Zuma Metaphor

Analogy Zuma Sage



Soft Seating
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A tub chair that surrounds the
person seated in it, providing
a shield from the outside
world, and allowing creativity
to flow unhindered.

Tub

The Joy Collection brings an
element of sophistication to
any environment, while
comfortably seating both
young and old alike. Joy is
available in a one, two and
three-seat configuration.

Joy
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The Ace Collection was created with diversity in
mind. Whether you have a small or large space
catering to children or adults, Ace provides plenty
of seating options for either collaboration or
independence and enables you to create your
unique look and layout.

Ace

The Lax collection is a lightweight
de-escalation style chair, that
provides easy and comfortable
lounging for all ages. 

Lax
Leo is a curved bench, which,
when placed together, can create
unique setups that are excellent for
collaboration between students. 

Leo
The Kae tiered pieces provide a
collaborative space for brainstorming.
Creative use of the 5 different shapes
enables an entire room to be outfitted
with the Kae. 

Kae



Highway Table

Hubub Laptop Table
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Elegantly simple collaborative, bar and counter height, work table program.  Highway features optional easy-access surface-
embedded or under work surface power/data ports.

Hubub Tables were created in a more artisanal, fashion-forward approach.
The materials, shapes and colors were thought of in unison when crafting
this very personal piece which takes on a sculptural appearance.

Shift+ Base

Training Tables
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Height-adjustable teacher's desk. 

Training made easy.
Designed for schools,
offices, event centers and
other commercial
applications, this portable
training table makes event
set up and break down a
snap with dual wheel
casters, single-lever
folding, and space saving
nesting capability. 



4000 Series Seating

Lecture Theatre Seating
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The 4000 series features automatic or manual uplift seat that allows for safer, wider
seating rows when unoccupied. The durable X-Frame design and comfortable
seating options make the 4000 portable folding chairs the standard folding chair
among the most sought after arenas and venues across the country.

The LT fixed system features a continuous
writing ledge that can be installed onto
existing tiering, or, we can supply a fixed
substructure where required.

LT System Folding Tablets
Folding writing tablets offer the maximum
flexibility for learning environments; when the
seat is occupied, the writing tablet can either
be deployed or stowed beneath the seat.

Seating that is the perfect choice for lecture theatres in schools, colleges and universities!

ODIS Stacking Desk
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From classes and training to impromptu group meetings, ODIS delivers ultimate versatility. Scaled for adult (29″H) or a
youth (23″H) with tops of laminate or veneer and a wide offering of standard powder coat colors. Designed to flex with
the demands of dynamic spaces, it is petite in size, easily portable and stacks on a transport cart. 
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